
Fall 2015 H211 Midterm Exam Study Guide 
 

Please start by reviewing the design recipe: 

1. Choose data representation 

2. Give some examples 

3. Name your function, write the signature (contract) 

4. Write purpose statement 

5. Give some examples 

6. Choose a template 

7. Write the code (based on the template) 

8. Add check-expect statements (tests) 

Let’s review the templates1 we have encountered this semester:  

1. Atomic 

2. Functional Decomposition 

3. Intervals 

4. Enumerations 

5. Itemizations 

6. Structures 

7. Unions of Structures 

8. Natural Recursion 

1. Atomic Templates 

We  are going to illustrate each template with a problem. For this template consider the following: given 

two integers calculate the largest of the two. You can use abs, +, -, /, 2 as well as the two numbers (as 

you well should). Similar problems are those that calculate various things using a formula in closed-form 

(e.g., converting to Fahrenheit from Celsius, to miles from kilometers, to inches from centimeters, to 

meters from feet and/or yards and so on). Here’s the problem and its solution2: 

 

                                                             
1 Templates are meant to structure your thinking, not to eliminate it! 
2 Thanks to Jack Graver who patiently waited while I cropped this picture during office hours! 



 

2. Functional Decomposition 
 

The functional decomposition template is similar to the atomic template in the sense that the atomic 

template also uses a creative composition of operators into a formula to solve the initial problem. The 

difference is that this template includes a wishlist which could lead to a set of helper functions you need 

to define. Here’s the simplest most basic example: 

 

Notice that the template says nothing about the specific problem and otherwise resembles the atomic 

template that simply advises the designer to just be sure to use all the function’s inputs (or be aware of 

them). The moment you write the wishlist you start making commitments to a specific creative process 

that is aimed at solving a specific problem. You will see this again later when we compare the kind of 

recursion that stems from your thoughts (generative recursion) with the type of recursion that is 

dictated a recursive data definition (natural recursion). In this respect it is worth pointing out that 

templates don’t just help solve a problem they also help document the solution to the problem so it can 



be checked and understood with greater ease. The last thing I point here is that I used a parametric type 

in this example. At the time of writing (October 8th, 2015) this type of parametric definition is known, so 

I am using it here to encourage its use.  

 

There’s yet another type of check-expect-ing the outcome of random processes and I will include a brief 

review of those here a bit later.  

 
3. Intervals 
 

This is the first template that uses conditionals. Consider the following problem: letter grades are A, B, C, 

D and F. Each letter is worth a number of pointsas follows 4 points for an A, 3 points for a B, C is worth 2 

points, D is worth 1 point and F is worth 0 (zero) points. A + (plus) adds 0.3 points and a – (minus) takes 

0.3 points away from the original value; as an example B+ is worth 3.3 points, C- is worth 1.7 points and 

D- is worth 0.7 points. There is no F+, no A- and for the purpose of this problem, no A+. The problem 

asks that you design a function that receives a number and returns the letter grade that is closest to it in 

numeric value. This is a perfect example for the intervals template.  

 



Here’s the template:  

 

Clearly a cond would work better here. However the point is to illustrate the intervals. Here’s the code: 

 

Reminding you that the design recipe and the template are meant to structure, document and support 

your reasoning, not eliminate it, here’s additional information you can and should include in your code 

in this case (as an indication of how you determined the intervals):  

 

As a reminder, given three numbers in ascending order: a, b and c, the numbers in between 
(𝑎+𝑏)

2
 and 

(𝑏+𝑐)

2
 are all closer to b than they are to a or c (and we break ties in favor of the better grade).  



4. Enumerations 
 

This template and the next are very similar to the one just presented. Consider the key event handler 

that moves the spaceship left, right, up or down:  

 

Here’s the world data definition and the rest of the functions/code:  

 

Now clearly I’ve added the require statements at the last minute to emphasize where they’re needed. In 

general though we should put them at the very top. Here’s the actual big-bang invocation and its result: 

 



5. Itemizations 
 

Data definitions that use itemizations generalize intervals and enumerations. Because they combine 

more than one type we also call itemizations “unions”. The distinction3 is perhaps a bit subtle:  

 

An itemization is therefore an enumeration of types.  

 
6. Structures 
 

This template is very simple and resembles templates 1 and 2. It simply states you need to remember 

what you’re working with. Recall this from two sections ago: 

 

 

The template wants you to remember the n+2 functions defined by a structure definition with n fields.  

                                                             
3 This example is also in the text (almost).  



7. Union of Structures 
 

This is a combination of 5 and 6 and is what led us into the data of arbitray size. As an illustration 

consider the problem where a point is a pair of two numbers, a circle is a point with a radius, a line is a 

pair of two points and a triangle is a triplet of points. If a shape is a circle or a triangle (union of types)  

we need to design the function that is able to calculate the area of a shape.  

 

 
 

This being the data representation take a look at our template: 

 

 
 

Notice the use of ISL, and let.  



8. Natural Recursion  
 

This is the most important/complex template discussed so far. We said that it is a direct consequence of 

the data definition: processing follows the data structure and if data is recursively described, processing 

becomes naturally recursive. Let’s illustrate it through an example. Design a function that calculates the 

sum of the numbers in a list of numbers. Then design a function that calculates the average of a list of 

numbers. Again, templates are meant to help you structure your thoughts, not replace/eliminate them.  

 

Please pay attention to the last check-expect. It shows that there’s a generative recursive version of this 

solution or, if you want, indicates that this solution could be looked at as being generative (that is, of 

your own making). Just to be clear, we have not studied generative recursion yet but we will get to it via 

one-step expectations expressed like this last check-expect. 

Before we discuss that in detail I want to provide the answer to the second question: design the function 

that calculates the average of a list of numbers. Again, you can (a) use a functional decomposition 

template since you can use length (or even better you can write your own) and you already have sum, 

or, (b) you can try the natural recursion template. Let’s do both.  



Here’s shorthand notation for count (I’ve skipped some examples): 

 

With this I can define:  

 

Here’s another solution that uses the natural recursion template: 

 

As you can see this is a bit more creative. As we increase the level of creativity we might find out that 

our ideas (or thoughts) suggest a nove recursive approach. Sree for example suggests (with respect to 

sorting a list of numbers) the following (general) one step expectation: if you have to sort (list 4 2 3 1 5) 

start by determining the smallest of the list (in this case 1) and remove it from the list. Sort the remaning 

numbers and add the number you removed earlier, with cons: 

(cons (smallest lon) (sort (remove (smallest lon) lon)))) 

It should be clear that this does not match any of the templates we have learned thus far. However, it is 

clearly related to the natural recursion in some visible sense, and since you should not be restricted in 



your thinking if you come up with a generative recursion solution on the exam just be very careful and 

document it clearly and provide evidence along the lines of the development, as shown below:  

 
 

We start, reasonably enough, in the same manner. However we soon have to take a totally new path.  

 
9. Generative4 Recursion 
 

This is only a brief and informal introduction5 to the topic.. 

 

 
 

                                                             
4 Not on the exam. Just available and introduced here only if you feel the need for it. 
5 More formally about it after the exam 



Clearly your thoughts will structure the processing in some creative way via helper functions that are 

either serendipitous or of your own making. As a result you will be borrowing heavily from the 

functional decomposition template, especially wishlists. Our wishlist here contains one more function:  

 

 
 

We’re now done: 

 

 
 

This is a recursive solution to sort (courtesy Sree, and others) that does not use the natural recursion 

pattern/template. It uses a generative recursion approach. The term “generative” indicates that the 

recursion is of our own making. We identify one or more base cases and then we describe our one-step 

expectations whereby we describe in an inductive pattern how a solution to a problem of a certain size 

can be expressed in terms of a solution to a problem of size just one smaller.  

 

 

 


